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Regular City Council Meeting Minutes
City Hall Council Chambers, 2660 Civic Center Drive
Monday, October 7, 2019
1.

Roll Call
Mayor

Roe

Order:

Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte,

called

the meeting

to

order

at

Roe.

6: 00 p. m.

Voting and Seating
City Manager Patrick Trudgeon and

approximately

and

City Attorney Mark Gaughan were also present.
2.

Pledge

of Allegiance

3.

Approve Agenda

City Manager Trudgeon requested removal of Item 7C ( Consider a Request to Issue an

Administrative Citation for Unresolved Violations of City Code At 1454 Shryer Avenue),
due to the resident pulling a permit to construct a shed which eliminates the code issue.
Groff moved, Etten seconded, approval of the agenda as amended.

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte, and Roe.
Nays: None.

4.

Public Comment

Mayor Roe called for public comment by members of the audience on any non- agenda
items.

Mr. Benjamin Sley, 2731 Mackubin Street, Roseville

Mr. Sley indicated he was at the meeting to talk about an incident regarding a collision

involving his son on Victoria Street on Sunday, September 15th. He indicated his son was
severely injured by a motorist who was going approximately 40 MPH when she hit his
son.

His son was thrown in the air sixty feet and landed on his head and shoulders and
severe

suffered

injuries.

He explained he wanted to talk about the investigation into the

case because no charges have ever been brought against the perpetrator and he thought it

was wrong that the investigation is not thorough or complete.
Mr. Sley indicated he is a former Special Assistant United States Attorney, an Assistant
County Attorney, a Judge Advocate in the Marine Corp, and has worked with one of the
largest

law firms in the country,

The Jones

Day
plained he has a background to be able to speak legally to this issue.
and most

prestigious

Law Firm.

He ex-

Mr. Sley explained the reason why this investigation is not thorough and not complete is
that the City Attorney never contacted the main witness in the case, his son. His son was
never

asked

what

he

remembered

or what

his

practice

is in crossing

an

intersection.

He

explained his son is a very experienced running, jogging thousands of miles in New York
City

and

Los Angeles

and

in Minnesota

and

as

a

custom

of

habit

always

looks before
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crossing

an

intersection.

The City Attorney will say that he does not have reasonable
cause or that he can prove a case beyond reasonable doubt with this case because there
were four witnesses who said his son did not look when he approached the intersection.
He

noted

tersection

those
with

people

were

visibility

not

sites.

in

a position

He

read

MN

to

see

his

He showed photos of the in-

son.

Statute 169. 21 to the Council.

He explained

it was not impossible for the motorist to yield to his son, which is what the City Attorney
would indicate was the case.

Mr. Sley explained it wasn' t that he did not have sympathy for the driver, an 86- year- old

woman, but he wondered where the sympathy was for his son who was nearly killed in
this case. He was asking the Council and City Attorney to reconsider the case, open it up,
look into the facts,

and

further

go

it.

with

He thought there was a public duty to investi-

gate this further.

Ms. Kathy Sley, 2731 Mackubin Street, Roseville
Ms. Sley read a letter she wrote to the city explaining

the

accident.

She explained the

woman who hit her son said she did not see her son and according to the data on her
he

hit in the intersection

by the woman going 40 MPH. She wondered
why the woman did not see her son when other people saw him and why she not ticketed
when she broke the law
by hitting her son in a crosswalk at 40 MPH. She noted her son
son' s phone,

and

all

was

pedestrians

to be

need

in

protected

crosswalks

across

Minnesota.

She would like

her son to be treated justly.
5.

Recognitions, Donations, and Communications

6.

Items Removed

from Consent Agenda

Recess

Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 6: 14 p. m., and reconvened at approximately
6: 16 p. m.
7.

Business Items
a.

Parks and Recreation Commission Meeting with the city Council
Chair Darrell Baggenstoss, Vice- Chair Gregory Hoag, Commissioners Joseph
Arneson, David- Todd Dahlstrom, Luke Heikkila, Nancy O' Brien, and Jerry Stoner were at the meeting.
Emerald

Ash Borer

Chair Baggenstoss

Program

explained

the Parks and Recreation

Commission

would like to

give a different viewpoint on the Emerald Ash Borer Program from the Finance
Commission.

The Parks and Recreation Commission felt this program was very

important and not unlike the natural resources for buckthorn or the for the entire
park'

s renewal.

dictable

A perspective that instead of a year by year reaction to the pre-

catastrophic

effects

of

EAB,

it is going to

assure

confidence

to the

citi-
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zens and secure a vision with the one vendor, Economy of Scale, for a long-term
contract that can manage this disaster over time.

Commissioner Stoner emphasized that trees killed from EAB become hazardous
very quickly, requiring prompt removal, relatively quickly after the tree dies.

Minnesota' s colder climate will slow EAB which is bit of a blessing and a curse
because if there are a series of cold winters that cause a lot of over winter mortali-

ty, it may not require as many trees be removed the following year. With climate
change, that might

not

always

be the

If cold winters no longer materialize,

case.

the current budget may not be sufficient. This could cause difficulty in budgeting
to

year

moval.

for

year

He explained sufficient funding is not sufficient for re-

removal.

Parks and Recreation and Public Works have maxed out their removal

funding for the last two years and the city is at capacity for that. The Commission
would recommend to the Council, that the city commit to having a planned apthat has dedicated funding.
The Parks and Recreation Commission sug-

proach

gested removing all of the publicly owned Ash trees in Roseville before the trees

become hazardous and that way, the city is getting out in front of the problem and
are not in a reactionary mode.

Commissioner Stoner indicated the Parks and Recreation Commission would also

recommend the city include some level of replanting which will set them up for
success.
If the trees are planted right at the start rather than waiting ten years

down the road for something that is going to take ten years to reach maturity and
provide a sufficient level of canopy, it will be too late and there will be significant
gaps across the city' s canopy.

Commissioner Stoner explained the city will get to a point where contractors can

ask any price they want for removal and still have more than enough work to keep
them

busy

more

planned

the city

and

can

the

same

removal

reduce

thing

and

will

happen

plantings.

with

planting.

The city will also see

If there is some kind of contract approach,

that variability from

year

to

year.

Some risks with a planned

approach are that the city does not know yet whether contractors will be willing to
engage with them on a project of this scale and is not something that has been
done before.

Mass removals have been done before in other cities but not with a

replanting, and never over a prolonged period of time.

Commissioner Stoner indicated the city can mitigate this risk as the example plan
the Parks and Recreation Commission has given to the Council approaches with

an RFP and is an option. The Parks and Recreation Commission may want to use
these city funds in some other way later on, but these trees will die, and their removal will be necessitated at some point, which is the bulk of what was presented
in the

proposal.

The proposal from Parks and Recs staff is an example, the Com-

mission is not suggesting that this is the one true solution, but it is an example of a
plan

and

covers

most

of

the important

points.

The Parks

and

Recreation Commis-
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sion was at the meeting to recommend to the Council that there is a plan recommended so the city is not in this reactionary mode.

Vice-Chair Hoag thought the city should use the best value method, which the
city has
needs

to be

several

on

used

committed

other

upfront.

To get into this long term, the funding
It may be difficult to entertain a contract around

things.

the best value type of contract not knowing that there is funding committed from
year to year.
At this point, the Commission is looking to the Council to help the
Commission find a way to help fund this program.
Mayor Roe verified that the proposed program was to start in 2020- 2021, which

provided the ability to get some things in place during the course of 2020, including the funding plan.
Chair Baggenstoss thought that was what was laid out in the Commission' s original plan. He felt like that was just an example and would depend on what the
Commission gets back for proposals and how the staff works it out with the vendor.

Councilmember Etten asked if this item was before the Council to decide on a
funding plan.
Mayor Roe thought it was only to talk about the proposal.
Councilmember

Etten agreed with the Commission' s point to have a dedicated

vendor for a multi- year contract, noting some things were brought up, one of them
was a plant first model.
He asked if that was something discussed at the Commission level or with staff thinking about going out in the first year, plant a whole
bunch of trees, and then start removing Ash trees down the road.

Chair Baggenstoss did not recall discussing it on that level, there was talk of buddy trees.
Commissioner Stoner explained with the Parks and Rec example plan, it is more
focused on the removal upfront with a lower level of planting and then at some
point

those

cross.

It is towards the end of the program, when approximately

eighty percent of the trees are removed where more replanting would be done.
Chair Baggenstoss thought it could be implemented into the plan now.

Councilmember Etten thought it made sense to plant a tree before removal because then in four years when the tree would be removed, the buddy tree would be

thriving and growing. He asked as part of an RFP, has the Commission discussed
anything like was done with the playground build and neighborhood planting parties.
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Commissioner O' Brien indicated the Commission actually talked about ideas like

that but without knowing what the Council is thinking in terms of funding, whether this is a year to year request for a budget or a longer-term contract, it has been
hard to know

the Commission

where

focus

This is certainly one
model of the plan and staff and the Council might come up with a different one.
should

efforts.

The Commission is really concerned if there is going to be dedicated funding and
a plan rather than getting into too many specifics of the plan without knowing
where the funding is going to come from.
Councilmember
know

what

Laliberte indicated she would be supportive of a plan but did not

kind

because if it is

of plan

buddy

a

that

be.

would

tree, the

buddy

She was intrigued by the planting earlier
will

be

gone

once

removed.

She thought it

would be helpful for the Council to have a real conversation on this with a proThe Council does not know if there is a contractor out there that is inter-

posal.
ested

in

doing

this.

She asked if the contractor would be interested in doing both

the removal and the planting parts of this, and what their recommendations would
be from

a

best

practices

That is where she would like the most con-

perspective.

versation to happen and then based on that, the Council would have the infor-

mation beyond the example provided by the Commission.
Councilmember Willmus' recollection with the Finance Commission was not unlike the

the Parks

proposal

Rec Commission is putting forward.

and

The Finance

Commission actually came forward and explained this is something that should be
an

ongoing

commitment

and

establish

a

fund in that

regard.

He thought the Fi-

nance Commission had talked about use of reserve dollars to get that started but

what he took away from that in longer term was to actually create an ongoing
separate

line item in the budget.

He did not see that as dissimilar to what the

Parks Commission has proposed and thought it was an aspect the Council should
look to

and

things

where

He would be interested in going out for proposals to see

consider.
come

back in terms

of

the

numbers.

The first thing that jumped out

to him were the cost assumptions, how the Commission has developed those, and
how

confident

is

staff

with

those

Some of that information

numbers.

would be

beneficial on the front end.

Councilmember Groff thought the city needed a plan for this and the information
the Commission is

bringing

is important.

He asked if the Parks and Recreation

Commission has talked about this with a forester or the University of Minnesota

professionals on where this is tracking.
Parks and Recreation

Director Lonnie Brokke indicated there have been inquires

made and there has been tracking this for a long time.
Councilmember
what

it

comes

Groff indicated
back

at

because

he would like to see the RFP' s go out and see

the

city

should

not

assume

a contractor

would

not
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having the funding in place right now. He thought
planning year by year made more sense, but the city also has to have projections
give

a multi- year plan

without

in place using the data it has right now.
Mayor Roe differed a little bit with Councilmember
Finance

Commission'

s

Willmus'

recollection on the

He remembered it did seem fairly

recommendation.

straight forward that the Finance Commission thought it should be budgeted each
year

and

then fund it from

whatever

sources

make

sense.

He thought it made

more sense to have a plan in place and he tended to agree that there is a step of
reaching out to the industry to find out where it is at and where the contractors
might

be in terms

be done

can

responding to this type

of

without

going through

an

RFP

of project.

There is a way that this

A request for qualifications

process.

can be done, which sort of gets interested parties to participate in a conversation
be done

about

what

can

might

be

way to initiate

a

even

the

before

it

would

conversation

get

with

to the quoting
the

process.

contractors.

That

He thought it

made sense and there is time to figure out a plan and find out how much it will
cost

over

a period

of years.

Councilmember Etten agreed that the city should go out for a request for something soon and at some point, needed to be discussion back and forth between the
city and a few different vendors that would look at this and learn what the vendors
think the capacity would be for them or maybe it will take a few different vendors, he thought it was important to start that process.

Mayor Roe summarized that consensus of the Council was to get a process going
whereby the Council can know more about the costs as well as qualifications and
recommendations of contractors in the industry then staff can put together a more
specific plan with the next steps of a bidding process.
Councilmember Laliberte indicated she was in favor of a multi- year approach ra-

ther than a year by year approach because if the city does not plan ahead, it ends
up

with

funds that

are

difficult to

manage

later.

She did think the city needed to

see what does come back.

Chair Baggenstoss felt getting the Council' s support was a great move for staff to
start

getting

some

ideas

and

start

discussions.

The Commission appreciated the

Council' s input, creativity, and thoughtfulness.

Mayor Roe thanked the Commission for coming before the Council to discuss this
issue and stated he felt more discussions will come in the near future.

b.

Consider A Request To Perform An Abatement For Unresolved Violations

Of City Code At 2721 Galtier St.
Building Official Dave Englund briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the
Request for Council Action

and

related

attachments

dated October 7, 2019.
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Mr. Englund noted the owner indicated he was looking for alternate storage for
the vehicle.

Etten moved, Willmus seconded, to direct Community Development
abate

the

forcement

vehicle
until

for

public

nuisance

Tuesday,

October

violations

15,

at

2019

2721

for

Staff to

St., and stay enUnliENF19- 674,

Galtier

Case

censed/ Inoperable Vehicle.

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte, and Roe.
Nays: None.

c.

Consider A Request To Issue An Administrative Citation For Unresolved Vi-

olations Of City Code At 1454 Shryer Avenue.
Removed from the Agenda.

d.

Discussion of Recycling Fees

Public Works Director Marc Culver briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the
Request for Council Action and related attachments dated October 7, 2019.
Councilmember Willmus thought a couple of take- aways which the Council

should carry forward are some of the discussion the Council had in 2016, particu-

larly with respect to approaching these contracts and requiring a floor if looking at
a cost share model. There needs to be a floor in the contract and it is a non- starter
if there is not one.

Councilmember Willmus indicated he would be interested in staff feedback on the

conversation that was had at the PWETC meeting and their suggestion but he
thought pursuing an extension of this current contract would be crazy and making
a bigger mistake than the city made by moving forward with this contract in the
first place. He noted Eureka does a great job and is very good at what the compa-

ny does, but are also the most expensive vendor in the region and that is something the city needs to be aware of. He thought going forward, when staff develops RFPs, staff really needs to focus and drill down on what the actual numbers
are and costs to the residents are going to be.

Mayor Roe asked in the 2016 process, did the city have an option to have a floor.
Mr. Culver explained Eureka' s response to the city wanting a floor was that it
would remove all revenue sharing.

Councilmember Laliberte was not sure if she was interested in extending this con-

tract with Eureka either but having been a Councilmember a few years, during her
time

and

prior

to

her

time

on

the

Council,

Eureka

had

asked

them

to renegotiate
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two

contracts

or

three

She would be supportive of having a conversation

times.

about the contract the city is in through the time that is already in place without
talking beyond that and see if Eureka would accommodate the city like the city
did for them.

Councilmember Etten explained when he looked at the revenue on this case and

the additional costs the city has right now, going to the offer Eureka put out to the
city is more expensive than sticking with the current contract and essentially paying the additional fee. He would be reluctant to change this unless Eureka came
back

with

would

also

a

different deal
be

reluctant

and

then

go

back

to

it

should

and

try

go

to

up for

an open

renegotiate

this.

RFP

process.

He

It seems that the

city is actually in a better spot right now than it will be whenever the next contract
is done. He would be reluctant to add new costs that are higher.
Councilmember Etten asked if the price on the contract has changed at all with the
removal of some of the recycle bins in the parks due to waste.

Mr. Culver explained the city does get charged a per pull cost. The more recepta-

cles out there in the city, the higher the cost. He noted pulling the containers from
the parks is not a significant

number.

Councilmember Groff thought there were a lot of moving parts in the process and

to clarify, it sounds like the recycling business is shrinking or not as many people
are recycling.

Mr. Culver indicated

it is

more

processing

of

the

materials.

Sometimes

it is a

matter of who is actually using the materials to produce a product. There are a lot
of efforts going on to try to develop more markets, particularly locally. The glass
issue needs to be resolved as well.

Mr. Culver noted by the city going to a single stream recycling process, it really
increased

recycling

and

made

it

easier

for

the

residents.

But the problem

with

that, is that it had an impact on the quality of materials and much more contamination,

particularly

glass

and

cardboard.

Part of what would help with this is if

the consumers would push retailers and manufacturers to package their products
in recyclable materials. That would increase the quality of the plastics and reduce
contamination.

Councilmember Willmus asked in the conversations with Eureka, is there any inroad to be made related to the calculated cost of the recyclables that are collected

rather than the indices being used, using a more local method or what Eureka is
actually
tions

getting

to be had.

for

those.

He asked if there are potential inroads for conversa-
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Mr. Culver indicated he brought that up in the past and thought the city had a
good

relationship

with

Eureka.

He liked the company but thought Eureka was

kind of double dipping between the eighty percent of the revenue as well as being
able to use the index prices, particularly given the current contracts. He explained
he has said that to Eureka, but the problem is he does not know what the carrot is.
Right now, Eureka currently has best valued contractor status and the city does
not

have to

go

with

the lowest bid.

Roseville has long been held by Eureka as a

model city for recycling as far as the recycling rates and the monetary residual in
the recycling. He noted if Eureka values that, maybe that does mean something to
them, and staff could try to push something like that.
Councilmember

Willmus thought those are some conversations

the city should

have with Eureka because that is something the city can look to without extending
and carry this contract through to its conclusion.
Councilmember Laliberte indicated she would support that and thought if Eureka

values Roseville and what the city has done, it would be good to know that. Also,
if Eureka goes through a couple more years of continuing to lose on their RFP' s
with other cities that might make Roseville a little more important to them come
the renegotiation

time.

Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment, with no one coming forward.

Mayor Roe summarized that the guidance was not to consider an extension of the

contract for any kind of negotiation and see what the city can talk about during

the remaining two years of the contract and not accept the current offer that is on
the table from Eureka.

Mayor Roe thanked Mr. Culver for the update and thought the proposed rate

sounded pretty good to him.
e.

Discussion Regarding Building Permit Fees

Community Development Director Janice Gundlach and Building Official Dave
Englund briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the Request for Council Action and related attachments dated October 7, 2019.

Mayor Roe thanked staff for putting this together because he was interested to
find out how Roseville looked in the marketplace, the cost for various projects in

the community, and is the city priced out of an area. He stated from this presentation, the city is pretty close in the marketplace to other communities.
Councilmember Groff thanked staff for the presentation.
Housing Affordability

Institute

study

and

thought

it

He indicated he read the

was

important

to

mention
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who the Housing Affordability Institute is made up of. From his understanding, it
is a builders' group.
Ms. Gundlach indicated

it is the Builders Association.

Councilmember Groff explained the other point he thought was important is new

construction is not typically first-time home buyer or considered affordable housing, especially in first ring suburbs so to make that comparison seemed inaccurate
to him.
He thought long- term planning was crucial because doing this year by
year would not work in a department like Ms. Gundlach' s.

Councilmember Laliberte thanked staff for putting this all together so she understands where Roseville fits into comparison reports, to the city' s own staffing, and
what staff has been able to do and manage over twenty years.

Councilmember

Etten concurred and thought it was a lot of work but helps the

Council understand and if the Council hears from the residents, there is now a better understanding to respond to anyone with questions.

Councilmember Groff thought adjusting the fees was a move in the right direction, especially when it comes to windows as some that seemed a little out of proThose would be things that improve the energy efficiency of homes and

portion.

he really did not want to discourage existing homeowners from doing things that
would

increase

the

energy

of

efficiency

their

homes.

He requested staff look at

that when doing the final numbers, noting it would be important to him.
Mayor Roe thought another thing that would be helpful is to find a way to present
some of this information in various ways, maybe the community development
web page and perhaps something to feature in an upcoming newsletter as well.

Councilmember Willmus asked how the city determines the fee breaks in terms of
a project that is coming forward. He knew it was based on a percentage of valua-

tion but when looking at the breaks, there could be some fairly significant jumps
if

a

project

happened

to come

in

at

a

dollar

more.

He asked for clarification

on

that and how the city came to some of those price point breaks.
Mr. Englund explained the City of Roseville has adopted the State of Minnesota' s
model for building valuation that was adopted in 2009 and adjusted up in 2011
based

on

actual

department

costs.

He noted that is always how it has been used

and has not been changed in the building permit evaluation since 2011.
Councilmember Willmus asked what other costs might come into play, particular-

ly with respect to a development or redevelopment but are not necessarily reflected

in

building

permit

costs.
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Ms. Gundlach showed an example to the Council and noted what was included in
the example was as many city costs that could be allocated on a new home.

Councilmember Groff asked how the city' s park dedication fee compared to other
cities.

Ms. Gundlach indicated she was not sure but thought the Parks and Rec Depart-

ment had a full analysis of what other communities are doing.
Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment, with no one coming forward.

f.

Government Alliance On Race And Equity Update
Assistant City Manager Rebecca Olson briefly highlighted this item as detailed in
the Request for Council Action and related attachments dated October 7, 2019.

Councilmember Etten thought this presentation was very thorough and he appre-

ciated it. He stated it is a lot of work looking at how a city works and moving beyond

what

has been done before.

He noted when looking at the areas that are
shown in pinkish/ mauve, it sounds to him like a fair number of them have been

implemented and he wondered if that was fairly accurate.
Ms. Olson indicated that was correct.

Councilmember Etten thought another thing to do would be applications for
Commissions and how the city can help increase the diversity of the members of
the Commissions

and

something the Council has talked

a

lot

about.

He would

like to see this move forward sooner than later.

Ms. Olson noted that is one of the things the HRIEC is contemplating as part of
their 2020 Workplan

and

will

be coming forward to the Council.

She indicated at

a staff level, there has been some research done and an intern is working a little
bit on that as well along with the HRIEC.
Mayor Roe indicated that was the sense he got going into 2020.

Councilmember Groff stated the city was heading in the right direction, noting
one thing that is difficult for people who don' t see themselves in city hall or on

the Commissions, is that those people do not think of themselves as being able to
be in those places and was one of the goals he thought the city was moving towards. He thought staff was doing the right foundational work for that. He found
that

mentoring really helps

and

was

something for

staff

to think

about.

He also

thought there might be some pushback from existing employees and those employees

need

to know that this is

not

threatening

their

job.
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Ms. Olson thought that was a good point, noting the city is trying to focus on
structural and institutional racism that has been built into some of the processes
and procedures and how to counter that.

Mayor Roe indicated it is not about trying to add more diversity to their work-

force at the expense of people who are already in the workforce. What it really is,
is that the city has a better process to make sure as the city is looking at new hires
and is not overlooking people who should be a part of the process.

Councilmember
thoughtful

Laliberte thought the presentation was very thorough and a

process.

Ms. Olson noted some of the items in the presentation are ongoing and some of
them

are

things

that have

multi-

layers to them.

For example, when staff looks at

the job descriptions, that is an ongoing process. One of the other things that is being done is data collection and after that will be the analysis of the data.

Mayor Roe thought people felt more like they can be in a position or on a Commission

when

there

are people

like them

seen

in those

same

situations.

It almost

means, from a point of view, that the city' s communication efforts have to be extra conscious to select pictures to showing diversity represented on the Commissions and other City activities.
8.

Approve Minutes

Comments and corrections to draft minutes had been submitted by the City Council prior
to tonight' s meeting and those revisions were incorporated into the draft presented in the
Council packet.

a.

Approve September 16, 2019 City Council Meeting Minutes

Etten moved, Groff seconded, approval of the September 16, 2019 City Council
Meeting Minutes as presented.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte, and Roe.
Nays: None.

b.

Approve September 16, 2019 EDA Meeting Minutes

Groff moved, Etten seconded, approval of the September 16, 2019 EDA Meeting
Minutes as amended.

Corrections:

Page 14, Line 600 ( Councilmember Etten)

Correct " One of the strongest forces and ensuring labor laws; workers safety,
for

example..."

workers

to "

safety, for

One of the strongest forces and ensuring labor laws and

example..."
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Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte, and Roe.
Nays: None.

c.

Approve September 23, 2019 City Council Meeting Minutes
Etten moved, Laliberte seconded, approval of the September 23, 2019 City Council Meeting Minutes as amended.
Corrections:

Page 13, Line 551 ( Councilmember Etten)

Correct" If there arc violations at another site, to be a default or breach of conto " To consider violations at another site to be a default, or breach of

tract..."

contract... "

Page 17, Line 717 ( Councilmember Etten)

Correct " He does not know hew the City of Rosevillecould not have heara of
it..." to " He does not know why the City of Roseville was not informed..."
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte, and Roe.
Nays: None.

9.

Approve Consent Agenda

At the request of Mayor Roe, City Manager Trudgeon briefly reviewed those items being
considered under the Consent Agenda; and as detailed in specific Requests for Council
Action dated October 7, 2019 and related attachments.

Etten moved, Laliberte seconded, approval of the Consent Agenda including
claims and payments as presented and detailed.
Council Discussion

Councilmember Etten noted the many individuals who made tremendous contributions to
the city park system as well as many of the city' s affiliated organizations that also made
significant donations to help improve the city' s system.

Mayor Roe noted on the check register, the new format is different than the old format

and he is continuing to discuss with staff how it might be improved even better.

City Manager Trudgeon indicated staff was not doing it on purpose, the city has a new
program and cannot customize reports like it could with the old program.
Roll Call
Ayes:

Willmus,

Groff, Etten, Laliberte,

and

Roe.
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Nays: None.

a.

Approve

Payments

ACH Payments

1, 310, 746. 67

94332- 94521

1, 008, 529. 74

TOTAL

2, 319, 276. 41

b.

Approve Trail Easement Agreements for Fairview Avenue Addition

c.

Approve A Resolution Approving Final Contract Acceptance of the 2019

d.
e.

Sanitary Sewer Lining Project.
Approve Toward Zero Deaths ( TZD) Agreement with City of St. Paul
Approve Metropolitan Council Environmental Services Municipal Inflow

f.

Designate Legal Newspaper for the Remainder of 2019

g.

Accept General Donations to the City of Roseville Parks and Recreation

and Infiltration Grant Agreement

10.

Agenda

Future

Review,

and City Manager
City Manager Trudgeon
November

meetings,

October

14th

4th

Reports,

Communications,

and

Announcements — Council

city Council and EDA
city Council and EDA meetings. He suggested cancelling the
reviewed

the

for October 21'

agendas

city Council Worksession due to two member being unavailable to attend.

Groff moved, Willmus seconded, to cancel the October 14, 2019 City Council meeting.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte, and Roe.
Nays: None.

Councilmember Laliberte announced the Taste of Northeast, to benefit Northeast Youth
1
takes place on October
Ramsey County League of Local Govand Family Services
Oth.

ernments event that was going to take place with SCALE ( Scott County Leadership
group) has been rescheduled for October 24th
Mayor Roe noted the HRIEC event that was supposed to happen this Saturday for Hispanic Heritage Month was not held due to the weather and he hoped to have another op-

portunity to do an event like that if not the same event.
Councilmember Groff indicated ARTS Roseville has the installation at the library. It is
their first project completed, done with the middle schools, creating a mosaic unity tower,
and the kids had input with the design. This event takes place October 13th from 2: 00
p.m. to 3: 00 p. m.
11.

Adjourn
Groff

moved,

Etten

seconded,

adjournment

of

the meeting

at

approximately

8: 04 p. m.
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Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte, and Roe.
Nays: None.
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Patrick J. Trudgeon,
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Mayor

